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Abstract

Background—Autoantibodies (AAbs) against islet autoantigens (AAgs) are used for type 1 

diabetes (T1D) diagnosis and prediction. Islet-specific AAbs usually appear early in life and may 

fluctuate in terms of number and titer sometimes for over 20 years before T1D develops. Whereas 

their predictive power is high for pediatric subjects with high genetic risk who rapidly progress to 

multiple AAb positivity, they are less reliable for children with low genetic risk, single AAb 

positivity and slow disease progression.

Objective—It is unknown how AAbs develop and whether they are involved in T1D 

pathogenesis. So far an increase in AAb number seems to only indicate AAg spreading and 

progression towards clinical T1D. The goal of this review is to shed light into the possible 

involvement of AAbs in T1D development.

Method—We thoroughly review the current literature and discuss possible mechanisms of AAb 

development and roles they may play in disease pathogenesis.

Results—Genetic and environmental factors instigate changes at the molecular and cellular 

levels that promote AAb development. Although direct involvement of AAbs in T1D is less clear, 

autoreactive B cells are clearly involved in various immune and autoimmune responses via antigen 

presentation, immunoregulation and cytokine production.

Conclusion—Our analysis suggests that understanding the mechanisms that lead to islet-specific 

AAb development and the diabetogenic processes that autoreactive B cells promote may uncover 

additional biomarkers and therapeutic targets.

Conclusion—Our analysis suggests that delineating the mechanisms that lead to islet-specific 

AAb development and the diabetogenic processes that autoreactive B cells promote may lead in 

the discovery of additional biomarkers and therapeutic targets.
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1. Introduction

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is one of the most common autoimmune disorders in the industrially-

developed countries that mostly manifests in children and young adults [1]. The incidence of 

T1D has considerably increased worldwide and significant effort is placed for its prediction, 

prevention and cure [2, 3]. T1D is considered a chronic immune-mediated disease directed 

against the insulin-producing beta cells of the pancreatic islets in genetically-susceptible 

individuals [4–6]. Recent reports on pancreas histology however, have challenged this 

“dogma” after demonstrating that lymphocytes infiltrate the exocrine pancreas as well 

suggesting that T1D is a pancreas rather than a beta-cell-specific autoimmune disease [7, 8]. 

T1D has a similar disease pattern worldwide: quite rare before the first year of age, a peak 

between 5 and 15 years of age and a decline in incidence thereafter, with a constant low rate 

manifestation in adults [9]. One of the most intriguing features of T1D is the sometimes 

long, subclinical period that precedes T1D onset characterized by the presence of 

autoantibodies (AAbs) targeted against islet-specific autoantigens (AAgs) [10]. From three 

major prediction and prevention studies (DIPP, BabyDiab and DAISY), which followed 

large cohorts of individuals with risk for developing T1D (mostly first degree relatives-FDRs 

of patients with T1D) we learned that seroconversion occurs very early (less than 3 years of 

age), epitope spreading indicates the advancement of the disease, 84% is the cumulative risk 

for developing T1D in 15 yrs after seroconversion in multiple AAb-positive (AAb+) 

subjects, and the median time from sercoconversion to T1D onset is 3.5 years [11, 12]. 

These studies also showed that the most important factors contributing to AAb development 

are genetic, although their development can be also influenced by environmental triggers 

[13, 14].

Despite the progress made in understanding the natural history of T1D, several pivotal 

questions remain regarding the mechanisms that lead to loss of B cell tolerance and the 

development of islet-specific AAbs. To name some: is AAb development genetically 

determined? What influences AAg spreading? Is AAg spreading also genetically 

determined? Why do certain AAb+ donors never progress to T1D? At which stage do 

environmental factors impact the diabetogenic process? In this review, we address the factors 

that determine AAb development and lead to the clinical onset of T1D and discuss the 

possible mechanisms that induce AAg spreading and contribute to disease progression. We 

argue that AAbs despite their prediction value tell us little about the mechanism that lead to 

T1D and that additional biomarkers linked to their development and overall to disease 

activity need to be discovered as they could serve as predictive biomarkers and therapeutic 

targets.

1.1 Levels of tolerance bypassed during progression to T1D

With regards to T1D several levels of tolerance are thought to be bypassed; at the level of the 

thymus and bone marrow (BM), and at the level of the periphery i.e. in secondary lymphoid 

organs, especially the spleen and pancreatic draining lymph nodes, including the target 

tissue itself, i.e. the pancreas [15]. T cell tolerance is essential to maintain the immune 

system in equilibrium in the steady-state and during pathogen recognition. Most 

autoimmune diseases such as T1D are associated with genetic determinants that introduce 
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qualitative and quantitative defects in effector T cells (Teffs) and regulatory T cells (Tregs), 

altering their balance and increasing the risk of disease development (Figure 1). For the 

disease to manifest however, additional events in the form of environmental triggers instigate 

further alterations in the Teff/Treg equilibrium that ultimately result in progressive beta 

killing and T1D (Figure 1).

1.1.1 Thymus—Most of our knowledge with regards to the role of thymic central tolerance 

in T1D has derived from studies in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice. In the thymus of NOD 

mice two primary checkpoints are thought to be dysfunctional: clonal deletion and 

generation of Tregs [16, 17]. Consequently, autoreactive T cells specific for a large number 

of islet AAgs escape into the periphery that given the reduced Treg number and function, 

predispose to T1D [18]. The escape of islet-specific T cells from the thymus results from 

defects in apoptosis [19–21], and lack of islet-specific AAg presentation by thymic stromal 

cells [22]. Certain major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II haplotypes are linked to 

either susceptibility or resistance to T1D via mechanisms that at least in humans remain 

undefined [23]. In mice, resistance MHC class II haplotypes seem to operate via clonal 

deletion [24], Treg induction [25] or positive selection of T cells expressing additional T cell 

receptor (TCR) specificities in the thymus [26]. The release of pathogenic T cells in the 

periphery plays an important role in the instruction of B cell autoreactive responses, as we 

describe below.

In addition to MHC genes, polymorphisms in the insulin gene (INS-VNTR [variable number 

of tandem repeats]) promoter strongly associate with T1D predisposition [27]. The INS-

VNTR locus affects expression of the insulin gene in the thymus, and consequently plays 

important role in thymic selection of preproinsulin (PPI)-specific T cells [28, 29]. The 

polymorphisms found in the INS-VNTR-locus of patients with T1D are thought to decrease 

expression of PPI by about three-fold, leading to defective negative selection and the 

development of autoreactive T cells [30, 31]. The importance of insulin expression in the 

thymus was demonstrated in NOD mice ablated of the insulin gene: Ins2−/− NOD mice 

gene developed accelerated T1D and with 100% penetrance [32, 33]. The importance of 

insulin as a driver of AAg in T1D was illustrated by the elegant studies of Nakayama M et 

al. In these studies, Ins1/Ins2 double-deficient NOD mice expressing a proinsulin transgene 

with a mutation at position B16 (Y→A), that alters antigen reactivity, were rescued from 

T1D development [34]. By using T-cell receptor (TCR) transgenic (Tg) mice specific for 

insulin beta chain 9-23 (insB:9-23), we and others subsequently showed that, insulin 

expression in the thymus of NOD mice is involved in clonal deletion rather than thymic 

induction of Tregs [35, 36]. In humans, T cell responses against PPI/insulin, including the 

insB:9-23 epitope have been identified [37–40], which may drive the development of 

insulin-specific B cells. Of interest, high insulin AAbs (IAA) levels are predictors of rapid 

disease onset in mice and pediatric subjects [41, 42]. Thus, it is possible that polymorphisms 

in the insulin gene promoter result in defective central tolerance in the thymus and the 

escape of insulin-reactive T cells that instruct the development of autoreactive B cells.

1.1.2 Bone marrow—Bone marrow is the site where autoreactive B cells are deleted 

during development. Not till recently was it revealed that central B cell tolerance is defective 
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in patients with T1D resulting in the accumulation of self-reactive mature naïve B cells [43]. 

The increased production of autoreactive B cells is thought to play key role in the 

development of islet-specific autoimmunity by promoting the presentation of beta-cell 

antigens to autoreactive T cells, which in turn by providing B-cell help signals, promote the 

production of AAbs [44]. Therefore, defects in central tolerance in the thymus and BM 

produce autoreactive T and B cells that create a pathogenic loop contributing to T1D 

development.

1.1.3 Periphery—It has been puzzling how exactly naïve islet-reactive T and B cells that 

usually have low affinity for their cognate antigen become activated and escape the control 

mechanisms of peripheral tolerance [45]. One of the most intriguing mechanisms proposed 

lately involves the generation of highly immunogenic AAgs via post-translational 

modification (PTM). PTM within the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of “stressed” beta-cells 

were recently described to trigger AAg T cell activation [46–49]. During ER-stress, proteins 

are misfolded or modified in a way that alters their immunogenicity. In T1D susceptible 

individuals, this was shown to generate new AAgs (neoAgs), which activate autoreactive T 

cells and possibly B cells. Interestingly, aberrant proteins produced by the stressed beta-cells 

were shown to promote their self-destruction (‘beta-cell suicide’) [50]. This finding 

generated a novel therapeutic paradigm for T1D, where administration of a chemical ER 

stress mitigator, resulted in a marked protection from T1D in mice [51]. Thus the targeted 

beta cells are not innocent players in the destruction process. It is still unclear whether 

genetic or environmental factors trigger the differential processing of insulin and other islet-

AAgs. These PMT AAgs are probably taken up by phagocytosis by antigen presenting cells 

(dendritic cells, macrophages, neutrophils) for eventual processing and presentation to self-

reactive T cells either locally i.e. in ectopic lymphoid pancreatic structures, or in the 

pancreatic lymph nodes. It will be interesting to know whether B cells make part of this 

autoreactive process, i.e by presenting PTM AAgs to autoreactive T cells.

An enormous amount of data generated in mouse models and from analysis of human 

samples has identified Tregs and type 1 regulatory (Tr1) cells as key components of 

peripheral immune tolerance. Tregs and Tr1 cells play major role in controlling effector and 

autoreactive T cell responses [52, 53]. Alterations in Treg, Tr1 or Teff quantity and quality 

contribute to most autoimmune diseases, including T1D [54, 55]. Thus, several therapeutic 

strategies aim to invigorate Treg/Tr1 function and number [56]. Among them, two 

therapeutic strategies are particularly appealing: the first strategy aims at expanding 

endogenous Tregs via low dose interleukin-2 (IL-2) administration, whereas the second via 

administration of autologous ex vivo expanded Tregs or Tr1 cells. Recently, a clinical study 

with low dose IL-2 showed good safety profile and Tregs expanded in patients with T1D 

[57, 58]. A phase I trial was also recently conducted where the safety of ex vivo expanded 

autologous polyclonal Tregs was tested in patients with T1D [59]. The results of this trial are 

very promising as no adverse events were seen and the Tregs remained stable during the 

observation period.

Recent findings showed that Tregs are essential in controlling autoreactive B cell 

development and function. Tregs and a particular subset that resides in B cell follicles known 

as follicular Treg (Tfr), restrain the B cell helper activity of T follicular helper (Tfh) cells 
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and are considered critical for optimal generation, function and termination of germinal 

center responses, which could otherwise lead to autoimmunity [60, 61]. Notably, the B cell 

peripheral tolerance checkpoint is also dysfunctional in patients with T1D [43], suggesting 

that Tfh and/or Tfr cells might be responsible for this defect. Interestingly, patients with 

T1D have an expanded frequency of Tfh cells in circulation [62, 63], suggesting that 

possibly the proportion of Tfh to Tfr cells is altered and involved in AAb pathogenesis. 

Thus, while the results on the efficacy of Treg-enhancing treatments in a larger cohort of 

patients are much awaited, studies on AAb number, titer and autoreactive B cell counts 

could tell us how Treg-targeted therapies affect autoreactive humoral immunity.

Increasing evidence point to a pivotal role of regulatory B cells (Breg) in pathogenesis of 

autoimmune diseases, mainly through production of anti-inflammatory cytokines [64]. In the 

absence of a specific surface phenotype, Bregs are often identified based on their production 

of IL-10, hence they are referred to as “B10 cells” by some investigators [65]. In 

autoimmune diabetes, NOD mice are deficient in Breg cells [66] and recent evidence 

showed that there is deficiency of Breg cells in T1D patients [67, 68]. While the exact 

reasons of Breg deficiency in T1D is not fully understood, there is evidence of their negative 

regulation by Fas-mediated apoptosis in NOD mice as those carrying loss-of-function 

mutation in FasL or treated with FasL-neutralizing mAb have increased frequency of Bregs 

and protected from overt disease [66]. Subversion of IL-10 tolerogenic role through Fas-

mediated deletion of IL-10-producing B cells could be one of the reasons that deletion of 

IL-10-encoding gene has a negligible effect on disease pathogenesis in NOD mice [69, 70].

Taken together, published data show that B cells play an essential role in immunity and 

tolerance by participating in various immune and autoimmune responses, ie in antigen 

presentation, production of AAbs, immunoregulation, cytokine production. Thus, despite 

being less recognized, B cells and their products are important players in T1D pathogenesis 

and understanding the mechanisms by which they are generated and their positive and 

negative effects on T cell tolerance may lead to the discovery of new biomarkers and 

possibly targets to prevent further disease progression.

1.2 Triggers of islet-specific AAbs: genetic determinants and environmental factors

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex is the strongest genetic determinant of T1D as it 

confers 40 to 60% of the inheritable risk [71]. The risk is specifically associated with HLA-

DR3/DR4 and DQ8/DQ2, which are in tight linkage disequilibrium. On the other hand, 

HLA-DR15 and DQ6 are protective as they are negatively associated with the disease. There 

is also evidence of association of certain MHC alleles with specific AAbs. For example DR3 

and/or DQB1*0201 are associated with GAD65 AAb and DQ8/DR4 with IA-2 AAb [72, 

73]. On the other hand, IAA AAbs are associated with DR3 and DQ8 [72]. Conversely, 

DR3/DQB*0201 are reported to be negatively associated with IA-2 AAbs [74, 75]. Based on 

these pattern, a combination of DR4/IA-2 is considered more specific for T1D [76], whereas 

that of DR3/GAD65 AAbs is considered a general marker of autoimmunity. Mechanistically, 

there is no known association of specific MHC alleles with certain AAgs. Nonetheless, it is 

not difficult to envisage that such mechanistic relationship exist given that MHC class II 
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present peptides including AAgs to CD4 T cells, which in turn promote autoreactive B cell 

activation and AAb production.

Besides HLA, a specific allele of PTPN22 (protein tyrosine phosphatase type 22) has been 

associated with T1D [77]. The largest fold increase in disease risk among GAD65 AAb+ 

subjects who carry low risk HLA-DQ alleles has been linked to the PTPN22 R620W risk 

allele [78]. In addition, Steck et al associated the R620W allele with the progression from 

preclinical to clinical diabetes in ICA–positive individuals [79]. However, it remains unclear 

how the R620W allele, a gain-of-function variant that reduces T cell activation, increases 

disease susceptibility. One hypothesis is that impairment of T cell activation carrying this 

allele shifts thymic selection thereby allowing autoreactive thymocytes to bypass negative 

selection and enter the peripheral repertoire [80]. In addition, while the R620W allele is 

tightly associated with GAD65 AAbs, the mechanism underlying this relationship is poorly 

understood [81]. We speculate that this may also be related to the role of MHC haplotype 

given that the tyrosine kinase lck, a main target of the PTPN22 encoded lymphoid specific 

phosphatase (LYP), is the kinase that transduces CD4 co-receptor signaling upon its binding 

to MHC class II. Besides PTPN22, the IL2RA is another non-HLA risk gene that is 

associated with IAA-positive but not IAA-negative patients [78]. Thus, while MHC 

polymorphisms play a major role in dictating the type of islet AAbs, the overall composition 

of AAbs in high risk individuals is shaped by multiple risk alleles.

The most convincing evidence that non-genetic factors play a major role in causing T1D 

comes from the study of monozygotic (MZ) twins [82]. Twin siblings often remain AAb+ 

for years and never progress to T1D. Although nongermline genetic events such as somatic 

mutations could be responsible for the observed discordance, environmental factors, either 

viruses, vaccines, toxins or dietary factors (e.g. breast feeding vs. cow’s milk) are thought to 

modify susceptibility by affecting the epigenome [83]. Also in the general population a great 

proportion of single-AAb+ subjects never progress to T1D. It is believed that these subjects 

bear some autoimmune-resistant alleles, or, as in the case of MZ twins, environmental 

factors have modified disease progression by acting on the epigenome.

Parent-related events also alter the risk for T1D in the offspring. Children born to diabetic 

fathers have higher risk to develop T1D compared to those born to diabetic mothers [84]. It 

remains unclear how the disease is “transmitted” from diabetic fathers to their children and 

why diabetic mothers “transmit” the disease less frequently to the offspring. Some 

speculations have been generated in this regard, and among them, transplacental passage of 

maternal islet AAbs has been suspected. At birth the child of a diabetic mother often has 

islet-specific AAbs, which gradually disappear [85, 86]. Thus, there are thoughts that 

perhaps mother transmitted islet-specific AAbs protect from T1D.

NOD mice are different from humans in this respect. Genetic abrogation of maternal AAb 

transmission in NOD mice protects the offspring from T1D development, suggesting that the 

maternal transmission of AAbs is a critical environmental component for T1D in mice [87–

89]. Interestingly, antigen-specific therapy with PPI-fused with the immunoglobulin (Ig)G 

Fc fragment (PPI-Fc) in pregnant diabetogenic T-cell receptor-transgenic mice efficiently 

accumulated in fetuses through the placental FcRn and protected them from subsequent 
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diabetes development [90]. Taken together, these observations show that the islet-specific 

autoimmune process becomes activated during infancy and environmental events can 

deviate, prolong, inhibit, trigger or accelerate its progression.

Infections with bacteria and enteroviruses are among the most suspected triggers of T1D. 

Evidence of coxsackie virus infection in patients with T1D and AAb+ subjects [91, 92] and 

the recent discovery of IFH1, an innate receptor specific for enteroviruses, as a risk gene of 

T1D, have fortified this notion (reviewed in [93]). Triggering of innate inflammatory 

responses from these pathogens is thought to affect the entire pancreas, despite the fact that 

the clinical manifestation of T1D is due to the loss of insulin-producing beta cells. 

Molecular mimicry is one of the postulated mechanisms by which enterovirus or bacterial 

infections are thought to promote AAb development and T1D [94, 95]. The infection is 

considered to cause antibodies that are cross-reactive to islet AAgs [96, 97]. But other than 

hypothesis and association studies, so far there is no clear evidence how bacterial and 

enteroviral infections promote AAb development and the loss of beta cells.

1.3 Role of islet-specific autoantibodies in T1D development

While the value of islet AAbs as biomarkers of disease risk and progression has grown 

exponentially since their discovery in 1970s [98], their exact role in the disease process 

remains poorly understood with no clearly defined pathogenic role in either experimental 

animals or T1D patients. In addition, the case of a child with genetic B cell deficiency who 

had developed overt T1D is often cited as evidence that neither AAbs nor B cells are 

essential instigators of the disease [99]. Nevertheless, the selective association of certain 

AAbs with specific genetic risk alleles, as described above, is consistent with an 

involvement of B cells and AAbs in T1D pathogenesis and raises the question of why these 

AAbs are produced. Furthermore, the levels and presence of IAA AAbs are dramatically 

age-dependent as more than 90% of children who progress to overt disease before the of age 

5 years are positive for IAA and have high titer levels, while less than half of individuals 

developing the disease after age of 15 year are IAA positive [100]. Another indirect evidence 

of pathogenic role for AAbs is the tight correlation between the number of AAbs and 

progression to overt diabetes. Although still unproven, it is conceivable that by binding to 

more AAgs, these AAbs can influence AAg uptake and presentation by B cells and follicular 

dendritic cells. The uptake can be facilitated by Ag-specific B cell receptors (BCR) or 

occurs non-specifically via FC receptors, which can subsequently increase Ag presentation 

to autoreactive T cells leading to the initiation and perpetuation of autoimmune responses or 

both [101]. In addition, Silva D et al implicated secretion of islet AAbs in the expansion of 

autoreactive CD4 T cells via Fcγ-R-mediated mechanism [102]. On the other hand, there is 

evidence that islet AAbs are largely innocuous and perhaps protective. As we mentioned 

before, the presence of anti-islet AAbs at birth in offspring of mothers with T1D was 

correlated with a decrease of developing anti-islet AAbs. In addition, there is no evidence of 

beta cell damage via trans-placental transmission of anti-islet AAbs (GAD65 and IAA) that 

are readily detected in the infants [89]. Thus, beyond their use as biomarkers, the role of islet 

AAbs in disease pathogenesis remains poorly understood.
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1.4 Islet-specific AAbs for T1D staging, prediction and prevention

Recently, a new staging classification for T1D was made by JDRF, the Endocrine Society 

and the American Diabetes Association. Stage 1 is defined by the presence of two or more 

islet AAbs with lack of metabolic defects (normoglycemia), stage 2 is determined by the 

presence of two or more islet AAbs with dysglycemia, and stage 3 is the time when T1D 

appears (Figure 2). Both stage 1 and 2 are considered pre-symptomatic, whereas stage 3 is 

symptomatic [103]. This staging classification system is thought to improve the design of 

clinical trials, where risk profiles will be calculated, patients will be stratified and treated 

according to their disease stage, and stage-specific clinical endpoints will be used. For 

example, the clinical endpoint in prevention studies for patients with stage 1 T1D will be 

progression to stage 2 and not necessarily development of T1D.

There are several beneficial outcomes for staging and predicting T1D. Our experience so far 

has shown that FDRs followed by Trialnet or subjects participated in natural history studies 

such as the DAISY and TEDDY are less likely to experience some of the severe T1D 

symptoms, ie diabetic ketoacidosis (KDA) and end up hospitalized [104–106]. Also, 

children diagnosed early with T1D, are more likely to go through the “honeymoon phase”, 

their insulin needs are reduced, have slower beta-cell loss, better metabolic control and 

reduced secondary complications i.e. atherosclerosis, neuropathy, nephropathy [107, 108].

The power to relatively accurately predict T1D in high-risk individuals (more than 2AAb+) 

seems to have revolutionized the field of T1D prevention, where shorter, smaller and perhaps 

less expensive clinical trials are being designed. However, whereas our predictive ability is 

high for stage 2 FDRs, we are less able to make predictions in single AAb+ subjects where 

prevention therapies we hope will have better outcome (Figure 3). Today, several new 

clinical trials have are testing nicotinamide, anti-CD3, CTLA-4Ig, VitD3 combined with 

antigen-specific therapy (AST) in AAb+ subjects at stage 1 (clinicaltrials.gov). In these 

studies, transition to stage 2 will be the trials’ primary outcome.

2. Conclusion

Our recent advancements in understanding T1D pathogenesis have allowed us to predict the 

disease development with rather high efficacy based on the measurement of AAbs and other 

risk factors (i.e. HLA, glucose tolerance etc). Today, combining genetic, immunologic, and 

metabolic strategies, we can predict T1D progression with high degree of accuracy within 10 

yrs of follow-up [109]. There is growing advocacy for screening of the general population 

but this would not gain momentum until intervention that can lead to their protection are 

developed. The recent T1D classification system is expected to help with the design of 

interventions in the early stages of T1D to prevent symptomatic disease and assessment of 

benefit/risk ratio. In line with this notion, rituximab (anti-CD20) therapy, which deletes 

CD19+ B cells, have described to suppress IAAs, but had a minor effect on anti-GAD65, 

IA2, and ZnT8 AAbs [110]. In addition, higher levels of IAAs were associated with better 

therapeutic response to anti-CD3 in recent-onset T1D patients [111]. Thus, it appears that 

the value of islet AAbs as biomarkers could be extended not only to design better clinical 

trials, but also to evaluate their outcomes. However, we need to understand how AAbs 
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develop as this knowledge will lead in the development of additional biomarkers and 

perhaps therapeutic targets.
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Figure 1. Genetic determinants and environmental triggers alter the Teff/Treg equilibrium and 
lead to T1D
Genetic determinants that introduce qualitative and quantitative defects in effector T cells 

(Teffs) and regulatory T cells (Tregs), alter their balance and increase the risk of disease 

development. For the disease to manifest however, additional events in the form of 

environmental triggers instigate further alterations in the Teff/Treg equilibrium that 

ultimately result in progressive beta killing and T1D.
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Figure 2. New T1D staging according to JDRF, the Endocrine Society and the American Diabetes 
Association
Presymptomatic T1D is defined by two stages, stage 1, with evident autoimmunity (AAb+) 

and lack of metabolic defects (normoglycemia), and stage 2, with autoimmunity (≥2AAb+) 

and dysglycemia. T1D new-onset is defined as stage 3. Interventions taking place at stage 1 

or 2 are considered preventive and their clinical endpoint could be different from those in 

stage 3, where interventions are considered curative.
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Figure 3. Stage-specific clinical approaches to delay and prevent T1D progression
The further the disease progresses the better we can make predictions of T1D development. 

However, preventive studies such antigen-specific therapies (AST) are more efficacious at 

earlier stages of T1D. Today, several clinical approaches already tested at T1D onset i.e. 

anti-CD3, are tested for prevention. Some of them are indicated in the figure.
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